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1. Introduction

Flavg we evcr talkeci rvitl'r our computer'l \\re mcan. have rve
really, really talked rvitir our contputcl. \\ltere it is actually
tecognized wltat we said and did sone tirines as a result,l If
we have, then we have used a technology k-nout as speech
rccognitron. Speech lecognition allo\\'s us to provide input
to an application with our voicc. Simpiv. it is the process of
converting spokel words into tcxts so that an app]ication
understand and do something as a response. just like
clicking with our mause. tl,ping or prcssiirg a key on our
kcyboald. ln the desktop irorld. rre need help of
microphonc to able this rvork. In the roiceXML rvor|1. all
u'e ne e d is a tclephone. Wirere s e might say something like
"chccking account balance" to our banli s voiceXML
application replies "one million. t*o hundred tuenty eirht
thousand. six hundred uinety crghr dollar and thirty seven
cents. ("We can drean can t \\eI)[I]
There arc several techriques and mcthods (ah.eady
d(voiJpted) lnr implcmenlallon ol votce rc.u5nittor' .,\l(m
like Markov Modeling (HMN4). Dl.namrc firre \\ra4ring
(DTW), Vector Quantizarion (VQ) and so on l5l. ln this
paper, a very sinple cqncept on Vector euantization (Ve)
ts Jscd lor 

"peech 'ignal idenrrficatron ol eaclt tndrr rdrral
Rather than other processes mention above it is sin-rple and
easy. Moreover, the system using Vector distoltion \alues as
the basis ofidentification gives higher success rate for small
database (10 or 12 User') and decrease success rate lor
number of speaker increase.

2. Speaker Recognition

If we are able to recognize rvhich of the population of
subjects spokc a given utterance then the process is called
speaker rccognitron process. Speaker recognition nay bc
categorized as[ 2.3.4] (i) speaker identilication and (ii)
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Abstr:rct

NorvadaJs, securitv concern is an important issue in ke€ping own identitv secret to others, allowing only specified
person to access. storing user database and so on. Speech based identificatioD is uscd to verify the person's identity
fbr controlling access to services such as database tccess. banking by telephone, voice dialing, telephone shopping,
information ser\ices. \oice mail, secuiity control for confidential information arets, and remote access to computers.
Speech is used for identification of a human rs the characteristics of vocal cord are dilferent in cach individual. On
the basis of discriminatorl inlbrmation in spcech waves, a specific speak€r can be identified. In this paper, a
microcomputer based speech recognitio slstern has been designed using Vector Quantization (VQ) as a basis for
identification. All speakers \1ere model€d bv a codebook of32 vectors using LBG (Linde, Buzo and Gray) splitting
algorithm. The speakers r\ere prompted to sav their nick nan)e, dilfer€nt names for diflerent speaker that is why it is
called text dependent speakcr recognition. Rccognition docision is takon on th€ basis of the lo\1er VQ distortion valu€
r\ith datlbase speech and ne]r samples of register user. If regist€r user give the voice lhen the system measurcs VQ
distortion values and based on lor!cr VQ distortion lalue id€ntification is done. Unknown speaker is discarded, based
on comparison lrith threshold of each databas€ speaker. We able to get 91.67,2) recognition rat€ with l2 database
speaker. Th€se recognition rate decreases as the numbcrs of speaker increase as dccisions are made on comparisons
of various VQ distortion data- ctuses' greater chanc€ to make mistake.

velification. Speaker identification is the process to take the
speech signal ftom knour speaker and compares this with
database san.rples of a set of valid users. 'fhe best match is
then used to idcntify the speaker. Thus it is tlte detection
process of a particular speaker fiom a known population. In
speaker verification, unkDorvn speaker first claims identity
and then claimed model is used lbr identifrcation. If the
matching is above a predefined threshoid, the identity is
accepted otherwise rejected. Both Speaker identification and
verification may be (i) 'fext Dependent (r€cognition of
specihc speaker based on specific text) and (ir) Text
indcpendent (recognition of speaker may be for any text)
l) tlt

In l ext dependent Speech recognition systems tltat require a
user to train the system to his/her voice. Thus in speech
recognition systcm requiles knowledge of a speaker's
individual voice characteristics to successfully process
speech. ln this case the speech recognition englne can
"learn" how rve speak wolds and pllases; it can be trained
1o our voice. Speech recognition systems that do not require
a user to lrain the system are known as speaker-independent
or Text independent systems. Speech recognition in the
VoiceXML rvorld is an example of sp€aker-independent
systenu,2,3l.

Fig. l.l & Fig. 1.2 sho\.\s two basic classtfication of speakcr
rccognition [3,4] :

t- _

Fig. 1.1 : Speaker Identification
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Fig. 1.2: Speaker Verification

A Speech Recognition process invoives 2 modules[3,4]

s'hich are (i) Training & (ii) Testing module ln training

module, all speakers are requcsted to give their voice to

system to build reference models and store it as database

(shown in Fig.1.3). In testing module, new samples are

cornpared with database and make decision according to it

Moreover, all speaker system has to serye two distinct

sections [3,4]. Sections are (i) Feaure extraction and (ii)

Recognition section In feature extaction section, a small

amount of data is extracted from voice sample that can later

be use for identify the speak€r. Actual rvotk is done in

recognition section. Here, identification of the speaker is

done by comparing the extracted voice data with a database

of known speakers and based on this a suitable decision is

made. Training module and testing module are part of
feature extraction and feature classification section Now,

we are discussing the whole process in terms of speech

featue extraction and feature classification.

3. Feature Extraction

The speech signal is quasi-stationary i.e a slowly timed

varying signal and short-time spectral analysis is used to

characterize the spesch signal. There are several process to

extract feature characteristics from input training data that

later be used for identification purpose like (1) Real Cepstral

Coefhcient(RCC) (2)Linear Prediction Coding (LPC), (3)

Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficien(MFCC) 12,3l We

consider, MFCC to extract voice features and analyze their

charactedstics. MFCC is a filter, spaced linearly at low

frequencies and logarithmically at high to mimic tesponse of
the human ear with voice frequency. The MFCC process has

five phases or blocksf2, 3] as: (i) Frames blocking phases,

(ii) windowing phases, (iii)FFT phase, (iv) Mel-fiequency

wrapping phase, (v) Cepstrum phase. All the phases are

shown in figure beilow:
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(i) Frame blocking:

In this step the continuous speech signal is'blt\ij':
frames of N samples, with adjacent ftames beLng

by M (M < .Af. The lust franle conslsts of dre :cs
samples. The second frame begins M samples after lr
frame, and overlaps it by N - M samples and so oa lb
process continues until all the speech is accounted ior rfi
one or more fiames. Tlpical values for N and -t/ ,:. il '
256 (which is equivalent to - 30 msec rvindo*rn: d
overlapping segment, M : 100. [2, 3]

(ii) WindrorYing:

The next step in the processing is to u'indorv each indrr::-l-
frame so as to minimize the signal discontinuities al:-
beginning and end of each frame. Thus minimze ':rt

spectral distortion of the speech signal by using the $ inio'r
to taper the signal to zero at the beginning and end of ea::
frame.

In windowing phase, sample in each ftame, x (ni l-'

multiplied by window function, w(n) to get output[2,i]:

Y (n) : x (n) ' w (n) . .. . . . ' . ' ' ii)

We use Hamming window with window function define as.

W (n) =.s4-.46cos ((2"pi*n)/(N-l )) , o<n<N-1

(2)

(iii) Fast Fourier Transform [2,3]

The next processing step is the Fast Foulier 'Iransform.

which converls each fiame of N samples from the time

domain into the fiequency domain The FFT is a fast

algorithm to implement the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT), which is defined on the set ofN samples {r,'}, as

follow:
N,l

x, b,," '"'. * =0.12...,ry-1.... . . .....{J,

In general X1's are complex numbers and we only consider

their absolute values (fiequency magnitudes). The resulting

sequence {X1} is interpreted as follow: positive frequencies

O<f <F,/2 correspond to values0(n <N lZ-1,

while negative frequencies -d l2< f < 0 correspond to

Nl2+1.<n <N-1. Here, 4 denote the sampling

ilequency.

The FFT phase converts time domain signal in each frame in

to the ftequency domain. Most of the feature of the signal

contain in the frequency domain so use FFT. Thus'

continuous speech is sampled with N fiames, multiplied
with Hamrning window function and hnally hansform into

frequency domain to get a matrix, each colurnn of which is

the power spectmm representation of speech signal. Fig 2 2

shows the power spectrum with different values of M & N
I uoctirg

Fig, 2.1: Feature Extraction Process
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Fig. 2.2: Power spectrum \\'ith different values of M & N.

(iv) Mel-frequency wrapping [2,3,4]

Psychophysical studies in human body have shown that
human perception of the liequency contents of sounds for
speech signals does not follo\r a Lnear scaie but follows a

scale is called the 'mel' scale. -lhe mel-Jiequency scale
which has lineal frequency scale below lkHz and

logarithmic scale after l KHz known as Mel-Frequency
Scale. The Lincar frequency f Hz is converted into Mel-
frequency by the equation:

M (0 = 2595 log (1+fl700)..... (4)

In this Mel f'ecluetcy warppirg. the output power spectmm
is multiplied with linear lf <1 kHzl and logarithrnic [f >l
kHz] Mel-frequency scales to mimic the human ear
perception of sound. With this Mel-&equency scale the
features of the voice samples rvill be more visuaiize. The
output of Mel-frequency filter bant has has a triangular
bandpass frequency response, and th€ spacing as well as the

bandwidth is determined by a constant mel frequency
inteNal. The number of mel spectmm coefficients, K is

typically chosen as 20. For our experiment. \\'e use 30
triangular band pass filter with K= ,l0.Feature of voice
sample in power spectrum before and after the Mel-
frequency scale is shown in Fig.2.3. Moreover, from
Fig.2.3, rve get most of the important characteristics exist
within the frequency range bellorv I KHz within the tlme
scale.3 to .75 second.

Fig.2.3: Power Spectrum ofVoice Signal

Fig.2.4: Mel- Frequency filter Bank

(v) Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeflicient [4,51

Each power spechum of speech signal is multiplied by filter
gain, added together and p€rfom Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) to convert the frequency domain signal to
previous time domain signal which is klown as Mel-
Frequency Cepstral Coefficient. This sel of coefficient is
called the Acoustic Vectors. Therefore each input sample is
characterized into a sequence of"Acoustic V€stors". Fig.2.5
shows the two dimensional plot of "Acoustic Vectors" for
two samples say Samplel and Sample2 of speakerl and
speaker2. Similarly, we can plot "Acoustic V€ctors" for
other speaker also. Therefore, we found different "Acoustic
Vectors" for different Speaker that can be used for feature
classification in the later section

'*ir

Fig.2.5: show acoustic vector recognition of two Speaker.

4. Feature classilication

Feature classification consists of feature modeling and
feature matching subsections. In feature modeling, each

speaker is requested to produoe a voice signal (say. nick
name) to build up a database model (as shown in fig 1.3). In
feature matching, decision is made by comparing new
samples with stored data base. There are seveml techniques
for this purpose such as Dlrramic Time Warping
(DTW), Markov Modeling (HMM), Vector Quantization
(VQ) and so on. Here, we have used Vector Quantization for
fi nding feature matching.
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4.1 Vector quantization (VQ)

Vector quantization (VQ) is a lossy data compression
method based on the principie of block coding. VQ is the
process of mapping vector to produce regions called
clusters, represented by a code vector. Code vector ls thl]
average vector of the cluster. Sets of code vector stored in
the database as codebooks.

Moreover, recognition plocess can be shown more visualize
rvith in a conceph.ral diagrams as sbown in Fig.3.1. Here,
two speakers in two dimensions of the acoustic space are
shown. The circles refer to the acoustic vectors from the
speakerl while the hiangles ale from the speaker2. The
cluster of acoustic Vectors is k:notvn as codebook rs shown
by doted circles. The center of each code book is called
Centroid as shown by black circles and black triangles. Each
codebook refers to a specific speaker. Tlte distance from
Centloid to an acoustic vector to the closest code\\'ord of a
codebook is called a VQ-distortion. In the feature matching
phase, an input voice of an unknown person is "vector-
quantized" using each trained codebook and the total Ve
distortion is computed. The speaker corresponding fo the
VQ codebook with smallest total distortion is identified as
the speaker ofthe input voice.

CrdeboDlisrlSp!3le'1 cnd.boot!01SFdrter2
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t-.mall po'rtire number Splirting paranrerer'.
:.oo1

...N, and

Fig.3.2: L-rnde, Buzo and Gray (LBG) algorirhn l2l
'fhe Linde, Buzo and Gray (LBG) algorithm is shown u'r

Fig.3.2. This is a iterative algorithm in which the initial
codebook is found from clustering all training vectors of
database speaker. Then split centroid of initial codebook
into two by using a splitting technique. Then find out closest
acoustic vectors around each centroid by the nearest
neighbor sealch procedure which assigns cach training
Yector to a clustgr associated x,ith the closest codeword.
Each centroid sunounded with acoustic vectors fornr e

codebook vector. The two code vectors are split into four
and the process is repeated until the desired number of code
vectors (M) is obtained. Finally, VQ distortions are
measured which are the sums of all distance iiom
codeu,ords to centroids. VQ distortions deter.minc whether
the procedure has convergence or not.

The generated acoustic Codebooks for two speakers with the
LBG algorithm to is shorvn in Fig.3.3.

'. ,  r oun. vedDrj., tr.rr{r
i t-.intoA({tr!. Ve'n]l\.1\y)k)ll

, A!or5ii. lefi.rs o;5|lir.,7
' L {:eroo d 4{olntr Ve(rr! o! \rir.,t

Fig. 3.1: Conceptual diagrams for two speakers in t\\'o dlmenstons
of the acoustic space[4]

4.2 Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm [2.51

The codebook is generated by using Linde Buzo-Gray
(LBG) algorithm. The algorithm requires an initial
codebook. Then the desired codebooks are obtained by the
splitting method. Thus Feature vectors obtain fiom feature
extraction module is averaged to 

-eet initial code vectot:

cl /1i.9n-rrr. -.\-l4I z'r=1 " "'

.... .......(5)
This is then split into two,

ci :(1+6)
... .... ......(6)

Cr*r
C*r.. .. . ..................... .......(7)

Where, C1 = The initial codebook,

Ci, Cr*; : The first ith and its next codebook,

X (n) = The feature vectors,

C*i

-( r-q)

Fig.3.3: Acoustic Codebooks ofSpeakerl and Speaker2
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5. Experimental Setup

Usins MATLAts a data basc of 8 speaker's voice signal is
crcated irr .',r'av format with santplinr liccluencv of 16000
Hz. In the process. each speaker is prontpted to sa1, lirs nick
nane tl clear stcady voice The dLrration ol llte database
sanrples and test santpies are chos.n to be I seconds. fbis
database samples are used for recosnilion process. After
introducing itself the sr.stent at llrsr requests thc slteaker to
give voice (nick nante) and \airs tbr I second. If the user is
registercd. the s)stent \ ill identif'r'rhe speaker and \.elcorle
the uscr sayrng thr- us!'r's nenrc and gir es bio data u.ith his
picturc and so on. For unkno\\n users \\.ho are not in the
database. the sr srcnt rndi;ares that the speaker is an
Lrnauthorized person and a request is made again by the
system for speaker's torce. lh(- slstent theu rvaits for 2
second and if no response rs tound the progtam terninates.
Based on nicrocomputer. an auronlatic speaket recoenition
.)\rem hd5 beerr de.reDed ln thl. fap(r
6. Rcsult Analysis

We build up a data base of S sarnples lion difter.ent
speakers with approxirrateit sarle itsL- (all maies). The
sanplel is stored in database as sl and sample2 as s2 and so
on. The sound waves that are recorded hale the fbllo,"vins
features:

Bit rate : 256kbps
Auclio sanrple size : 16 bir
Channels : I (\Iono )

Audro san'rple rate : 16 kHz
Audio lbmat : PC\l

In the featurc extraction section. the r oice signais ate fi.ame
blocked by 30 ms Hamnns *indos. and j'.30uui,
ovelJapping i.e frame size = \ 156 san.rples and overlap
samples ,M = 100 santples. A l0 triancles filter bank rs tised
fbr preproccssing the siglal.

A threshold valuc fbr each speaker is calculared using Ve
distances. The threshold ralue is rhe lar-sesr Ye dislo ion
with a speaker u,ith relercnce to all datahase spcakers.

Table 1: Threshold values for all 8 speakers.

distortron value. Thc VQ distortion values are calculateci by
comprring Ihe lle\\ <anlple lte\r cdmpl( | tttn databa.c
sanples (Tlarn samples) and base on smailer Ve distortion
value speaker is identificd f5]. For erantplc. $hen the
spcakerl give his loice (nick name). rhe Ve distortion
values are:

Tablc 2: VQ distortion yalues for ne\1 testing data of
speakerl.

Where. D11: VQ distortion value bet\\'een ne\\ sanplel
and dalabase sample1,

D2l- VQ distortior valuc between new samplel and
tlatabasc sanrple2 and so on_

l'rorn thc table. It can be seen thal Dl is the lowest of the
other values. lherefole. the system takes the decision that
the speaker is s I or speakerl. ltesults obtained for tbe rest of
tbe speaker's are given bcllow:

Table 3: VQ distortion values fbr netv testing data of
speaker 2.3.4.5,6,7 and 8.

lt5

Speakerl
Drl 3ll9+
u22 {.-r.122
D-l: ?.918.1
D..i2 9.091S
D-i: 6.550l
I)62 1J.( )9i 3
t)i) 6.-1f 9l
Dlr: l.s8 r 9

s -3

Dt-l 6.5 31o
D23 6.-7 117
r)33 5.r'759
t ).11 7.9431
D5,3 6I164
D6-l 5 8(x16
D73 5- 1295
DS3 6.( )78f

J) i:1 5.!'7i I

D21 8. r 901
D34 6 i{{o-1
I );tJ -i- l3.lt'
D54 6.,1 r9l
I )6.1 6.7 41 t

D7.l ?.l-1:3
I )R-1 6. t r).) t

-Speake15
Di5 7.1998
Dt_i 6.5.t -31
D35 6.81.15
D-15 6.0-16 t

I)55 ,t_9r |9
D6i 6.31 l5
D7_5 6.-5 517
I)8i 5.93 t7

Speaker?

Dtl b.6190
Dt7 6 tsrl
l)lt 6.1691

t).11 6.li t.1r

D5t j 8.i t5
D6i fi tsll
b11 5.6-166

l)sl 5 rLJ!ll

,SpeakerS
Dt 8 6.18:2
Dlg 1 .5(]f 1
t)1R 6.t69r
I ).18 5 .7:15 2
L)i8 6.6560
D68 .5.2674
DTli 6.O:15 7
t)ta* .I-7932

From the tables, lr can be seen that the distottion value is the
lowest when a ne$, voice sample matches the database
sample. For example, for speaker2 lowest distortion value is
D22:1.3122. Similar results are obtained (Dl l,D3 j,D44.
D55, D66, D77, D88) for the speakert,3,4,5,6,7 and 8. An
effor has occured for speaker3, in whicb lower distorlion
value occurred at D73-5.1295 which should be the case for.
the value D33for the conect recognition ofspeaker3.

Therefore, u'hen speaker3 give lis new sample. there may a
chance of wrongly identilying the speaker speaker as s7.
Thus in this work we are able to recognize 7 out of g

speakels which produces an error rate of 12.5%. We
performed the experiment on different number database
speakers. ttle result of which is shown belo\\,:

rf."-:4!!6
Dr6 lo.S;rr
D,:(, 7.80 rl
D.t6 6.-_i6l l
D':l6 8.06r9
D56 1 .3649
D66 J.-1500
D'/6 6.t-47
i )i{6 6 I l9-l
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Table 4: Variation
database speaker:

of recognition rate rrith increase of

Total

database

Speaker

Recognizable

Speaker

F.lTor

Rate

Success

Rate

5 5 o'/., 1 0091,

I 1 12.50% 81.5'h.

l2 11 E.33% 91 61aA

14 12 t428% 85.71%

From this Table4, It is seen that the error rate increase as the

number of speaker increases This is because. as the

nun-rbers of speaker increase the rate to making mistakc

increases as decisions are made on comparisons of valious

VQ distortion data. fact that the recording conditions are not

optimal (background noise, ctc).Other tactors such as'

environment(e.g. room acoustics),quality of mlctophones'

emotional state of speaker, computing power' silenl parts of

speech, overall signal energy etc can affect thc recognition

proc"ss. Moreou"r, our success on that without any noise

consideration and complexity of iiltering, q'e get higher

reorganization tate for smali datahase Moteover' in this

pro.rr, ,u. may get approximately 100% recogrition for

small database (4/5 sPeaker).

6. I'urtherDeveloPment
.i. \risual identification techniques may also be

consiclered in conjunction with the speech

recognition system to improve the success rate

'l The effect of large database may be lurther

investigatecl.

.i. Use of neural network to identify and match

fie quency spectmms of the samples

.i. tdentificatiotl of speaker using this technique lor

any speakel wor<l (different fiom thc sample stored

in the database)

.1. Use ofcontrolled environment for recorcling voice

Samples.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, an ideal setting, ignoring any noise effects has

been considered. Actually noise affects the system and

Ralib Ahmecl. Rrfat Ahnmed. Md Moqbull Hossen and Mir Zayed IIasan

decreases its performance.'lhe erroneous lesults are duc to

the fact that the recording conditions are not optimal

(backgrouncl noise, etc).Other factors such as,

environnrent(e.g. room acoustics),quality of miclophones,

emotional state of speaker. computing po\\'er, silent parts of
speech, overall signal energy elc can affect the lecognition

process. Moreover', our success on lhat without any nolse

consideration and complexity of filtering' we get hlgher

reorganization rate for small database. Moreover. in thjs

p.u"ir, *" may get approximately 100% recognition lbr
small database (4/5 sPeaker)
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